September's Samplers of the Month

For September, we have two Samplers of the Month, the second one in remembrance of 9/11.
On the left, "Virtue Samplers" from Sandra Sullivan/Homespun Elegance. Our model is stitched on 40c Days Gone By with
Belle Soie , and the hand-grained frame is from Priscilla's Pocket. You may choose to stitch it on something other than
40c. During September you may save 15% on the purchase of at least two of the three parts: chart ($13) + linen
and silk ($5 for 2-inch margins on 40c, other counts will be slightly higher and Belle Soie $6.50) + frame ($42 for 40c, $44
for 36c, $46 for 32c) ~ please specify your linen count when ordering as well as the margins you prefer.
And on the right, "One Flag" from Tracy Riffle/Hands to Work. Our model is stitched on Lakeside's 40c Vintage Sand
Dune with Belle Soie, and the hand-grained frame is also from Priscilla's Pocket . Save 15% during September on your
purchase of at least two of he following for "One Flag": chart ($7) ~ Belle Soie ($52) ~ fabric (price varies depending on
count and margins) ~ and frame ($63 for the 40-count size). Please specify the margins you'd like when ordering fabric. We
recommend 2 inches because that's more than sufficient for framing without a mat, but if you want more, please let us know.

More of What's New from St. Charles

C hart
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C hart Correction: The symbol for NPS 336 should be a forward slash
and the symbol for NPS 692 should be a diamond with a dot rather than what's shown. The colors listed are correct; simply
substitute these two symbols, Additionally, compare the color photograph with the chart and you will want to stitch the back of St.
Nick's coat, all the way to the top of the willow tree, in Color 692 before going to Color 842, the symbol L. If the above is not clear
or you have any questions about this, please let me know. I couldn't wait to start this, and I have, and I hope to show you a progress
picture next time. I LOVE this design ~ but I already told you that last week.
And I love this one as well, and I've asked Deb to stitch it as a shop model. It's "Something Wicked" ($8) by La-D-Da ~ shown on
35c Weeks' Havana in NPI silks.

And I love these as well, three heart designs in one chart, aptly titled "Three Sweet Hearts" ($9) from Lori/La-D-Da as well stitch all three! . . . and personalize them on the back.

Below, also from La-D-Da , some very special tools, and VERY limited. There are no more to be had. Because of the limited
availability of these items, we will only be accepting phone orders for these items at our toll-free number: 1.888.942.8842 ~ and
we're open till 9 p.m. Mountain Standard Time tonight. If you phone us outside of our business hours, there is, of course, voice mail
to take your order.
The three items are:
"B's Knees" - a magnetic but elegant lap desk that has been covered in fabric that makes it look so good! The "pillow" base is
a microfiber-type fabric in a stripe that is really more green than the photo shows. There is also a tiny black magnet that

holds on the tag. ($80) Lori was selling instructions for making these. I did not, however, bring any of those home since I
brought the lap desks themselves. If these are gone before you get yours, you may purchase the instructions to make it
The outside measurements of the frame are approximately 18 1/2 x 14 1/4.

The small round ort box ($30) has a lid that is cleverly affixed so that it won't fall off. Lori even included the definition of
"ort," if that is an unfamiliar term to anyone. The diameter of the box is a bit less tahn 3 inches and it's 2 inches tall.
Last, but certainly not least, the adorable little "tool box" ($60) that has the "La-D-Da Alphabet" decoupaged to its lid, and
inside are 2 threadrings and a tiny pincushion as well as two compartments for "stuff." Shown below is a bone threadwinder
($5) and the DOVO premies ($59) that fit perfectly in the box. The box's dimensions are approximately 6 inches x 4 1/4
inches x 1 inch.

From Charland, two very special sterling silver bracelets decorated with Halloween beads and charms. The most special one on the
left ($133 as pictured) has a spider dangling from its web, and the bracelet on the right ($129) has a carved pumpkin charm, in
addition to the glass beads with their sterling silver cores.

Some of my very favorite new designs from the St. Charles market were by Linda/Erica Michaels ~ her NEW Petite Collection, done
on 40-count silk gauze, and they were fabulous! Beautifully displayed and breathtakingly beautiful! What is it about "petite" that is
so appealing? don't know the answer, but I do know that Baby things, like crocs and tennies, are so adorable ~ and the same is true
with needlework. The petites are fabulous, and it's wonderful to have someone filling the void in the marketplace that was left by
the retirement of Nancy Sturgeon/Threads Through Time and all of her designs. We will be offering another class in this fun
technique, and now we have some class projects! All charts come with the silk gauze, each is $15, and, from left to right, "My Best
Friend" ~ "Holly Sampler"(of course, my favorite with the red birds!) ~ and another beauty, "Little Bit o' Autumn."

Below is a preview of Linda's October releases, which you can reserve now: "Christmastide" ($18) and "Little Bit o' Winter" ($15),
both with the 40c silk gauze as well.

And two new on line, "Bump in the Night" and "Give Thanks" ($7.50 each)

From Pat and Peggy, the talented designing artists at Fern Ridge Collections, "Apple Bits" ($66), a very clever sewing case that
works somewhat like a Jacob's ladder toy, opening on both sides, with "double hinges" ~ the kit includes 32c hand-dyed Antique
copper linen, Gloriana silk ribbon, Belle Soie silk, lining, specialty beads, Mill Hill charm and Treasure, toggles, needle, interfacing,
batting, and instructions, always a most complete kit from FCC ~ and its matching fob kit ($37) On its way, the "Flower Box," ($24),
a hand-painted box with a surprise inside! ~ a wool pin cushion. Kit includes Weeks wool, jade bead, wool roving, fibers, hand-painted
box, needle, and instructions. A quick-to-finish gift for someone special!

An d "Spellbound"

($38). Getting ready for Halloween Eve? You will definitely need this spellbinding witch's case! Kit includes
Weeks linen, Royal Bamboo fibers, Needlepoint, Inc. silk, beads, Swarovski crystals, specialty beads, silk lining, charm, needle, chart,
and instructions! ~ and its "webbed" matching beaded fob kit ($37).

Karen Kluba/Rosewood Manor prolificity continues, and aren't we the lucky ones! "Family Reunion" (28) is a marvelous design for
capturing your family initials in one place, but the chart is so much more than that. As always with her large designs, Karen includes
pages and pages of bonus charts and ideas for selecting your favorite motifs and creating a small sampler for a wedding or
anniversary gift, housewarming gift, ornaments, photo frames, and much more! "Sixteen Birds" ($12) is a Dutch sampler finished as a
bellpull, and the chart also includes several bonus charts for ideas for smaller projects.

"Quakers & Quilts" ($13), too, includes bonus charts throughout and, on the back, shows just the Quaker portion of the main design
done monochromatically on Weels' Havana with WW Onyx hand-dyed floss.

Catherine/Indigo Rose released several of her previous teaching pieces as charts: "Beads, Buttons & Bows" ($9) is shown finished as
a biscornu and before the pillow finishing.

"Winter White" ($8) is stitched on hand-dyed linen and "Stella" is stitched on 34c Devonshire Cream Legacy Linen.

The Thread Gatherer also exhibited some VERY clever and artistic items: "Stitch a Witch Kinder Cone" ($8 for the chart; $40 for
the complete materials kit) ~ "Spooky Cat Kinder Cone" ($8 for the chart; $34 for the materials kit) ~ "Whimsy Button Needle &

Scissor Case" ($8) You can easily create this whimsical needlecase with several ribbon techniques: ribbon rushing, French knots,
spider-web rose, and adding buttons of your choice. Below is the inside of the needlecase.

And, lastly, "Jessie Bele's Needle & Scissor Case" ($8), a simple but most charming needlecase made out of a favorite quilting fabric,
embellished with hand-dyed ribbon, and the Charland Sterling Silver charm ($37) ~ a quick gift to make for a favorite quilter or
stitcher!

And more wonderfully colorful stuff: hand-dyed silk ribbon from Dinky Dyes ~ and a small zippered bag
($10) (6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches) and matching petite tools case ($20) (5 inches high) from della Q .

There's much, much more to come from the St. Charles market, which will have to become a Part 3, I'm afraid. In the meantime,
we've gotten in several automatic shipments from several of your favorite designers that you will want to know about:

Sandra Sullivan/Homespun Elegance 's "Boo to You" ($8 chart only + embellishments) pictures two versions of the design,
one finished in a grapevine wreath stitched on 28c Clay Pot and the other as a cupboard hanger or small pillow ~ and
"Majestic Christmas" ($7.50 shows a pillow finish and an ornament finish; a brass cherub (50 cents) embellishes both designs

Three new threadpacks arrived this week from Crescent Colours: "Balking" ($14) by Little House Needleworks ~ "All in a
Sleigh" ($14) in Miss Crescent's Crowne series ~ and "Ladybug" ($14) from Nikki/Country Cottage Needleworks, first in
her "Garden Party" series.

:From Diane/Little House Needleworks, two new seasonal designs, both adorable, presenting the
usual dilemma: which one to start first? "Gingerbread Trio" ($8) or "Holly & Berries" ($6) ~
stitch one gingerbread man as an ornament and stitch the "Holly & Berries" on 40c and it will be a
petite 3 x 3! It has a red bird also!

Don't forget to visit the on-line needlework show ~ and let me know if there's anything I can order for
you. It ends late Monday. I'll need your orders by early Monday in order to get them in before closing.
Until next time, happy autumn stitching (well it was autumn last week for a few days when the
temperatures remained below 100!!) As always, thank you for allowing us into your e-mail inbox ~ if you
wish to be removed from our database at any time, just let me know. And thanks for your kind e-mails of
concern. I'm back on the road to good health again ~ the drugs worked their magic! Antibiotics are wonder drugs when needed.

Jean Lea
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